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 Health insurance fraud is a significant problem affecting insurance providers 

and policyholders. To address the rising problem of fraudulent activities in 

the health insurance sector, this paper proposes a pioneering blockchain-

based system aimed at increasing transparency and security. Utilizing a 

hybrid blockchain architecture, the system incorporates a consensus 

algorithm influenced by practical byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) and proof 

of activity (PoA) to ensure reliability and efficiency in distributing mining 

power. Developed using Python, extensive testing confirms the system's 

performance and security metrics. Results show that a block size containing 

one transaction is 1.63 KB, with 1.2 KB for data and 0.43 KB for 

identification and hashing. Operational tests demonstrate that a single 

participant can upload 850 transactions to the transaction pool, with 

validation completed in just 7.49 seconds. Block appending time for these 

transactions is a swift 10 seconds. Notably, the system exhibits resilience 

against data tampering, detecting unauthorized changes within 881.3 

milliseconds across 10,000 blocks and identifying irregularities in the 

transaction pool within 8.78 seconds. Additionally, to enhance data privacy, 

patient information is accessible only through a unique QR code, providing 

an extra layer of security; this research represents a significant advancement 

in combatting fraud and safeguarding data privacy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The health insurance industry ensures that individuals and communities access essential healthcare 

services while mitigating financial burdens. However, this industry faces significant challenges related to 

security and trust. Data breaches, fraudulent activities, and a lack of transparency threaten health insurance 

systems' confidentiality, integrity, and effectiveness. Therefore, there is an urgent need to explore innovative 

solutions to enhance security and address these challenges effectively. Health insurance fraud is a significant 

problem affecting insurance providers and policyholders. According to the National Health Care Anti-Fraud 

Association, healthcare fraud costs the United States approximately $300 billion annually [1]. Health 

insurance fraud includes various activities, such as submitting false claims, providing unnecessary medical 

services, and stealing identities. These activities result in financial losses and compromise the quality of 

healthcare services. Blockchain (BC) technology has emerged as a potential solution to prevent health 

insurance fraud and enhance security. BC is a decentralized and immutable ledger that provides transparency, 

safety, and traceability; the properties above make BC suitable for enhancing health insurance security.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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By utilizing BC technology, it is possible to create a tamper-proof record of all healthcare transactions, which 

can be accessed and audited by authorized parties [2]. This paper presents a robust framework leveraging BC 

technology to enhance security in health insurance. It introduces a novel consensus algorithm focused on 

randomization to bolster system security and scalability. Additionally, smart contracts automate claims 

management and payment processing, offering potential benefits such as fraud prevention, cost reduction, 

and improved healthcare service quality. 
 
 

2. RELATED WORK 

Karmakar and colleagues proposed an “Ethereum-blockchain based framework” as well as “smart- 

contracts” to address the problem of a single point of failure as well as human interference in healthcare,  

as well as to provide an automated, tamper-resistant, transparent, and expandable system that addresses all of 

the primary operating blocks in an insurance coverage environment [3]. Dulan and Hannan [4] proposed a 

representation of medical data combining BC technology and artificial intelligence (AI). The proposed 

structure was divided into four layers: healthcare participants, BC layers, artificial intelligence layers, and 

decentralized storage layers. Those four layers work with the smart contract, a crypto contract, to make 

decisions and preserve accessibility throughout the healthcare system. Ali et al. [5] presented a “multi-user-

extended -secure searchable encryption (SSE)” that allows parties to inquire about the distributed ledger 

against desired keyword searches safely. From the outset, the patient protects the information by encryption 

and uploads it to the BC. Rupa et al. [6] suggested knowledge system made up of several parts: clients, 

specialists, users, expertise engineers, entered agents in addition to expert systems, inference agents, and 

intelligent agents. Knowledge engineering phases are considered when designing and implementing the 

suggested decentralized blockchain application (DApp) for official health record production and 

management. Jain et al. [7], proposed architecture for BC innovation in e-health-records (EHR) and safe 

digital records capabilities by defining precise access controls for the client of the present scheme. The 

suggested framework had been evaluated with BC for adaptability, security, and other structural support. 

Kapadiya et al. [8] suggested integrating BC with AI to detect and avoid fraud in health insurance; data 

obtained from wearables and smartphone healthcare apps were used. Omar et al. [9] created a smart-contract-

based architecture to improve the health service in smart cities to be safer, more trustworthy, and resilient to 

willful errors. They also used a BC mechanism to boost the model's transparency. 

Based on BC, a novel architecture and consensus algorithm are proposed by Alhasan and colleagues 

in [10] technology to avoid forgery in health insurance by limiting duplication in medicare claims. Used first-

in-first-out (FIFO), POW, and POS techniques. Saeedi et al. [11] created a BC application the replaced a 

third-party intermediary previously used to transport original bills between insurance companies and 

healthcare providers. The second one demonstrated design choices while creating a BC application with 

references to software architecture-introduced BC application design methodologies. Saldamli et al. [12] 

proposed a blockchain-based approach by combining data with building a system for efficiently 

administering and tracking insurance activities from all insurance firms to detect health insurance 

counterfeiting. They used BigChainDB, which is open-source and available through Amazon Web Services 

(AWS), to develop a distributed database akin to Ethereum. To ensure that the system was working correctly. 

Raikwar et al. [13] developed a distributed platform that BC can use as a system service to facilitate 

the execution of transactions in insurance operations. In the imaginary BC network, client C wants a 

transaction from agent A. The smart contract method and client attributes required for method execution are 

included in the request, and agent A signs the transaction, which the smart contract signatories also support. 

After confirming the transaction, agent A presents it to the ordering nodes for chronological ordering. Once 

the fundamental consensus routine has been completed with all received transactions, the peer nodes append 

the new records to the BC. Linag and colleagues in [14] proposed a solution to prevent counterfeiting; BC 

technology has been proposed for shared and integrated patient activities. The Merkle tree was employed in 

that system’s validation to ensure the data was error-free. That system was graded according to the average 

duration for authenticity proof formation and the time taken for authenticity proof verification. Vian et al. [15] 

proposed an intelligent health profile; that profile offers the groundwork for rethinking how personal health 

and financial information is accessible across various platforms and applications using BC features such as 

tokens, wallets, smart contracts, and oracle services. 
 

 

3. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This sectiont demonstrate the functionality of the suggested system. The emphasis will be on the 

utilization of the random consensus algorithm within the healthcare system, with an in-depth examination of 

each component comprising the proposed system's layers. Detailed information about each component will be 

provided. 
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3.1.  System overview and proposed framework for health insurance system 

The proposed BC-based framework uses a hybrid BC type and contains four major parts: HIP, HSP, 

HIS, and MOH. The proposed solution focuses on several objectives, such as increased transparency, 

security, efficiency, and fraud detection and prevention in health insurance. For security reasons, these 

transactions are signed and hashed; the data is signed using a private key for the sender to guarantee 

authentication and prevent generating claims from unknown parties. The proposed framework will be divided 

into five layers see in Figure 1. The proposed framework for healthcare system security comprises five 

layers, each fortified with specific techniques to prevent penetration and tampering. If one layer is breached, 

the next layer applies corresponding techniques, iteratively escalating defense until the fifth and final layer is 

reached [16]−[19]. Flowchart for proposed system as shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The proposed framework 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Flowchart for proposed system 
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3.2.  The trusted layer 

This layer consists of smart contracts and e_wallets that have been built and stored on the BC 

network, which has thus become a trusted reference for all transactions that will be audited. In addition,  

it will create a smart contract between each: 

− Ministry of health and HSP for approving new HSP. 

− Ministry of health and HIP for supporting new HIP. 

− HIP and HIS, in which the terms of the contract and the fees per capita for the cost of treatment in and out 

of the hospital are specified. Also, the percentage of self-pay amount medical examinations and treatment 

costs is specified. HIP and HSP will decide on the price lists. 

Each participant (HIP, HSP, HIS) in the proposed framework creates an e-wallet with a private key 

and public key; the main objective of this wallet is: 

− Transfer the percentage of the self-pay amount from the e-wallet to the HSP and transfer the claim 

amount from the HIP to the HSP after validating the transaction. 

− To avoid sybil attack, where the attacker uses multiple fake identities or nodes on the network to take 

control and modify the BC’s transactions. Here, the contract cost with the insurance company will be 

transferred when the process is completed, making it difficult for the attacker to request many 

applications for participation in health insurance because he will directly pay the cost of this contract by 

activating it. 

 

3.3.  Users and transactions layer 

The following are the participants of the proposed system: 

a. HIP: The insurance companies oversee creating new insurance for patients, create smart contracts with 

HSP, and participate in creating a new block after validating the transaction in transaction_pool, and 

validate the created block before broadcasting to the BC network 

b. HSP: The health service provider adds the following transaction to the Transactions pool: new 

transactions about the patient's disease code and the treatment procedures followed: 

− Fill in the medical treatment application (treatment_id, HIS_ID, HSP_ID, HIP_ID, disease code, 

diagnosis, procedures, medicines, medical examinations, x-rays, timestamp, transactions type). 

− claim for patients (treatment_id, HIS_ID, HSP_ID, HIP_ID, timestamp, transactions type, total 

amount). 

Also, it participates in creating a new block after validating the transaction in transaction_pool and 

validating the created block before broadcasting to the BC network. 

a. HIS: The patient cannot add a new transaction to the transaction_pool or validate a new block created. 

b. MOH is responsible for approving new HIP and HSP. 

In a public key cryptography system, private and public keys are generated and used to authenticate 

and verify transactions. The private key is a secret key kept by the owner and used to sign transactions, while 

the public key is widely known and used to verify the signature. To verify the authenticity of a transaction 

using a private key, the following steps are typically taken: 

a. The sender (HIP or HSP) generates and signs a transaction using their private key.  

b. The transaction is there sent to the Transactions Pool. 

c. The miners verify the transaction using the sender's public key to decrypt the signature and compare it to 

the transaction details. If the signature is valid, the transaction is considered authentic. 

Using private keys for authentication and verification provides high security in BC systems, as only 

the private key owner can sign a transaction and prove their identity. This helps to prevent fraudulent 

transactions and ensures the integrity of the BC ledger. 

 

3.4.  Validator’s layer 

Transaction-pool: a transaction pool is a temporary storage place for awaiting transactions in a BC 

network; when a HIP and HSP commence a transaction. It is sent to the transaction pool in the ministry of 

health. The transaction pool is crucial to a BC network’s overall security and efficiency. The proposed 

consensus technique aids nodes in validating new transactions and including them in a block without waiting 

for confirmation from all nodes in the network by keeping unconfirmed transactions in the transaction pool; 

this speeds up transaction processing and helps avoid double-spending attacks.  

Miners and validators pools: the users in the network are divided into three pools: one for HIS, the 

second for HIP, and the last one for HSP. The miners and validators in the network choose from the HIP pool 

and HSP pool see in Figure 3. Consensus algorithm: supply a new consensus algorithm based on 

randomization for the proposed framework. Randomization is a technique that can be used to improve 

security in various systems. It adds an element of unpredictability to the system, making it more difficult for 

attackers to predict or manipulate the outcome of a security process successfully. Randomization can also add 
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variability to system processes, making it more difficult for attackers to detect patterns or weaknesses in the 

system [20]−[22].  

Therefore, this thesis will combine two algorithms to produce a more robust and random algorithm 

than the earlier two. The PBFT algorithm chooses random miners, and the PoA consensus algorithm chooses 

random validators [23]−[25]. However, based on this number from user pools, the proposed algorithm will 

choose the random number first and then the miners and validators. The consensus algorithm is divided into 

two steps see in Figure 4: 

a. The first step selects a random number of miners. If the number is odd, add one, then divide it by two to 

ensure equality between parties with conflicting aims, the first half of nodes from HIP_Pool and the 

second half from HSP_Pool. 

b. The second step selects a random number of validators. If the number is odd, add one, then divide the 

number by two to 

c. ensure equality between parties with conflicting aims, the first half of nodes from HIP_Pool and the 

second half from HSP_Pool. 

The random number of miners between 2 and (NO of participants in HIP_Pool+ NO of participants 

in HSP_Pool)/2), because there is no need for more than 50% of participants to share in the mining and 

validation processes and at least two miners. The random number of validators between 3 and (number of 

participants in HIP_Pool+ number of participants in HSP_Pool); because the number of nodes allowed in the 

mining and verification process within the proposed framework is small, it may not exceed 100 nodes; there 

is no problem that all nodes take part in the verification process. Therefore, the number of participating nodes 

ranges from three to the total number of nodes. 

The pre-selected “Miners” will confirm the transactions in the “pool transaction” before adding 

them to the BC network and creating an entirely new block on the BC network with the secured transactions. 

The validation procedure will include the following steps: 

− Verifying the existence of a valid contract between the HSP and the patient’s HIP. Verifying the 

existence of a valid contract between the HIS and the patient’s HIP. 

− A unique number is given for each treatment process (treatment_id), and all treatment procedures are 

entered and used to decide the number of treatment times allowed for each insured. 

− Hash function: each block in the chain will be given a unique identification. Before adding a block to 

the chain, it will be contented and hashed using a cryptographic hash function, such as SHA-256, in the 

proposed approach. 

− Add block: the miners collect the accepted transactions in a block and connect this block with the earlier 

block by the earlier hash to add to the chain. 

− Add participant information from smart contract transactions to the specific pool. 

− Block propagation: after adding this block to the chain, the miner broadcasts this block to all 

Participants to validate the created block, then adds it to their distributed ledger to ensure 

synchronization. 

− Block verification: each node from the preselected in steps 1 and 2 from the consensus algorithm 

verifies the validity of the newly created block. This includes checking that all the transactions in the 

block are valid and that the block was created according to the rules of the BC. 
 

3.5.  BC layer 

BC layer will verify and update the BC; once a new block has been added to the BC, nodes in the 

network will verify its validity and update their copy of the BC accordingly. Nodes will also check to ensure 

the new block references the correct earlier block in the chain. 

− The consensus process ensures that all nodes in the network have an up-to-date and correct copy of the 

BC, which helps to ensure the" security and integrity” of the network. 

− After that, the percentage of the patient’s Self-Pay amount is transferred from his e-wallet to the HSP, and 

the claim amount from the HIP to the HSP. 

− Add a new block created to the BC network. 

− Once a block is added to the BC, it becomes a permanent part of the ledger, and its contents cannot be 

altered without changing all earlier blocks. This makes the BC highly secure and resistant to tampering. 
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Figure 3. Participants’ pool structure 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Proposed consensus algorithm 

 

 

3.6.  Monitoring layer 

Responsible for chain breach detection and solving; to know if splits happened in the chain, then 

solve the problem by adopting the longest branch from the chain, and any transactions on the other branch 

are considered invalid, and nodes will stop adding new blocks to it. The transactions in the discarded branch 

will be returned to the transaction pool, and validators must resend transactions to be included in the new 

valid chain. On the other hand, if the transaction is not valid after the validation process, it is sent to the fraud 

detection management (FDM) at MOH. 

 

3.7.  Transaction structure 

Indeed, the transactions in the blockchain system for health insurance will encompass critical data 

about patient information, healthcare service details, and financial aspects. This data will include unique 

identifiers for transactions and individuals, relevant medical diagnosis and treatment information, and 

comprehensive financial breakdowns of the associated healthcare costs. The structure of transactions in our 

suggested system is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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3.8.  Block structure 

In the proposed framework, as depicted in Figure 6, each block is uniquely identified by a block ID. 

The timestamp indicates the moment the block was initially generated, while the ‘previous hash’ refers to the 

hash code of the preceding block. The ‘transactions’ serve as the data within the block. The current block’s 

hash code is represented by ‘hash,’ and the ID of the stakeholder who created the block is denoted by ‘creator 

ID.’ The ‘signature’ is also derived from hashing the creator’s keys. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 5. Transaction structure 

 

Figure 6. Block structure 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1.  Block structure analysis 

The block’s dimensions are contingent upon the quantity of transactions housed within each block, 

denoted as Transactions_Pool. Every vested party is tasked with crafting a block containing numerous 

transactions. Represented as a JSON entity. The magnitude of a block housing a solitary transaction, with 

Transactions_Pool set to one, amounts to 1.63 KB, as demonstrated in Table 1. In contrast, a block 

comprising five transactions spans 6.46 KB, signifying an augmentation of almost 1.2 KB per transaction, 

accompanied by 0.43 KB designated for block identification and hashing particulars. 

 

 

Table 1. Number of transactions T_POOL and block size relationship 
Number of transactions Block size (KB) 

1 1.63 

5 6.46 
10 12.4 

20 24.4 

40 48.4 

 

 

4.2.  Transactions upload time into the transactions pool with validation time 

The validation process on the blockchain verifies transactions for their validity. Increasing 

transaction count leads to longer verification times, but results show efficient validation, with the optimal 

block size being 850 transactions. The duration needed for this verification is graphically represented in 

Figure 7. Another experiment shows all four nodes uploading transactions successfully, with variations in 

upload times due to node complexities, indicating overall efficient system performance. Figure 8 illustrates 

differences in the upload times between the nodes. 

 

4.3.  The time needed to append block into BC 

The experiment mined blocks with varying transaction numbers from a Kaggle dataset to calculate 

throughput. Four nodes were used consistently across experiments. The results, as shown in Figure 9, show 
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that as the block size increases, the time to reach consensus also increases, influenced by the consensus 

algorithm's dependency on network response messages and throughput. 

 

4.4.  Data integrity test 

The system ensures data integrity by detecting unauthorized changes in transactions and the 

distributed ledger. It introduces a novel framework and consensus algorithm tailored for fraud prevention in 

healthcare insurance. Through blockchain technology, data transparency and security are enhanced across 

healthcare entities. Rigorous evaluations against data manipulation attacks confirm the system’s integrity.  

As demonstrated in Figure 10, tampering was detected within just 881.3 milliseconds for a chain of 10,000 

blocks. Figure 11 showcases the transaction pool monitoring system’s efficacy in a blockchain network, 

detailing detection rates and processing times for different transaction volumes. The system consistently 

detects and terminates malicious transactions, maintaining high performance as transaction numbers increase. 

Detection times scale linearly with transaction volume, demonstrating scalability. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Upload transactions into transaction-pool with validation time 
 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Time in seconds needed to upload transactions 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9. The time needed to append block into BC 
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4.5.  Response time for a read patient’s medical history records 

Users access a patient’s medical history by scanning a QR code and entering the patient’s ID.  

The system searches the blockchain to compile a detailed report, including transaction records, a creator’s 

signature, and a report hash for digital integrity. Experiments with various blockchain sizes, as shown in 

Figure 12, show that as the blockchain grows, the time to retrieve a patient’s history increases. Local machine 

capabilities, such as CPU and memory usage, also influence response time. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. The time needed to detect attacks on BC 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. The time needed to detect attacks on the transactions pool 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Relationship between BC size and time required for read response 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a secure and efficient health insurance data management system leveraging BC 

technology to combat fraudulent activities in the sector. The proposed system integrates a hybrid BC 

architecture with a consensus algorithm inspired by PBFT and PoA, ensuring equitable mining power 

distribution. Extensive testing confirms the system’s efficiency, latency, security, and privacy, demonstrating 
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robustness through various experiments. Utilizing QR codes and advanced security measures like SHA-256 

hashing algorithms and digital signatures enhances data security. The system’s novel consensus algorithm 

surpasses traditional approaches in power consumption and efficiency. Overall, this research offers a 

pioneering blockchain-based solution tailored for the health insurance sector, validated through empirical 

data, marking a significant step in combating fraud and ensuring data security and privacy in healthcare. 
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